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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As part of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, the U.S. Congress mandated that the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) implement a prospective payment
system (PPS) for care received by Medicare beneficiaries at hospital inpatient rehabilitation
facilities (IRFs). This new IRF PPS was implemented beginning on January 1, 2002.
Under the new PPS, IRFs are compensated for providing inpatient rehabilitation care based
on a pre-determined amount per case according to the patient’s impairment, age, level of
function and co-morbid conditions. Payments to IRFs are also adjusted to account for
additional costs due to certain IRF-level characteristics, namely costs due to geographic
wage index differences, rural location, and low-income patients (LIPs).
As part of an effort to monitor how well the IRF PPS is functioning, CMS asked
RAND to examine potential refinements to the facility-level payment adjustments to
improve the alignment between Medicare payments and actual hospital costs. Several
developments make it likely that significant refinements can be made:
x More recent data. The data used for these analyses come from calendar year
(CY) 2002, while the facility adjustments are based on data from CY 1998-1999.
The 2002 data therefore reflect the period during which the IRF PPS was in
effect, making it advantageous to use them.
x Better coding. Incentives to code comorbidities and severity more thoroughly
existed in 2002 that were not present prior to the IRF PPS in 1998-1999, so the
potential for different relationships between facility case mix and cost in the 2002
data exists. Similarly, the introduction of payment adjustments for facility
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characteristics could have caused IRFs to improve the accuracy of their cost
report information on facility characteristics.
x More complete data. Our data are more complete for these analyses than before.
We now have data on 95 percent of all IRFs, versus the 60 percent we had in
when initially developing the facility payment adjustments.
x New data sources for imputing missing values. The identification and
imputation of missing values for one of the payment variables, the low-income
patient measure, has been modified given the availability of different data sources
for this variable.
x More accurate case mix groups. The case mix groups (CMGs) and tiers used to
derive the case mix indices (CMIs) of IRFs are derived using the approach
recommended by RAND’s Technical Expert Panel (TEP) in June 2004, in
contrast to using the CMGs currently used in the IRF PPS.
x Improved statistical approach. We have improved our statistical approach to
assessing the sensitivity of the facility-level payment adjustments to unduly
influential IRFs that could have unusually high (or low) costs.
Our analysis aimed to assess whether the current facility-level payment adjustments are
still appropriate and whether changes need to be made.
Our key findings are as follows:
1) Rural and LIP adjustments are still appropriate. Using the standard linear
regression approach employed last time would support a rural adjustment of 21.2
percent and a low-income adjustment of (1+LIP).616, as compared to 19.1 percent
and (1+LIP).484 currently in use. While these rural and low-income adjustments
are larger than those currently being used, they are statistically indistinguishable.
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2) There is support in the data for an indirect teaching adjustment. The IRF PPS
currently does not include an indirect teaching adjustment, though the acute PPS
does include one. In contrast to the Phase I data, the current data show that
indirect teaching is positively and significantly related to cost per case. The
numeric adjustment would be (1 + interns and residents / average daily
census)0.963.
3) The CMI is no longer compressed. Compression exists when IRFs with relatively
high CMIs have costs that are higher relative to their CMI than hospitals with
lower CMIs. The latest measure of CMI more accurately reflects resource use
than it did under Phase I.
4) The wage index (WI) is still compressed. IRFs with relatively high wage index
values have costs that are higher relative to their wage indices than IRFs with
lower wage index values.
5) While we found evidence that an alternative model to the standard linear
regression-based approach to derive facility-payment adjustments is an
improvement, we did not find that the alternative method resulted in payment
adjustments that were statistically significantly different from those obtained
using the standard approach.
In CY 2002, provider responses to the IRF PPS were not complete, as many hospitals
were not on the PPS throughout the entire calendar year. Under the IRF PPS, IRFs
now have incentives to code comorbidities more thoroughly. Other factors could
influence the regression results as well, such as reductions in length of stay and other
cost containment measures. We will therefore need to repeat the analysis using FY
2003 data before making numerical recommendations. These recommendations will
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also depend on the decision CMS will make regarding which definitions of CMGs,
tiers and relative weights to use for refinement.
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